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Abstract
Let WCR2 be an open subset and f :W-f ðWÞCR2 be an orientation reversing
homeomorphism. We prove that if pAW is an isolated and stable ﬁxed point of f then the
ﬁxed point index of f at p; iR2ð f ; pÞ; is 1. We apply our theorem to the study of the orbital
stability of isolated periodic orbits of ﬂows in four-dimensional riemannian manifolds.
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1. Introduction
In a recent paper, Bonatti and Villadelprat [4] have shown that, in dimension
greater than or equal to 3, the index of a stable critical point of a vector ﬁeld can be
any integer. For any nX3 and any kAZ they construct a CN vector ﬁeld X : U-Rn
in a neighborhood of 0ARn such that 0 is an isolated critical point that is stable in
positive and negative time and the local index of X at 0 is equal to k: Bobylek and
Krasnosel’skii (see [3,20]) and Erle (see [15]) have proved, independently, that the
local index of a stable in positive time isolated critical point can be any integer if nX4
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and any kX 1 if n ¼ 3: In [3] the authors assert that if n ¼ 3 then no valueso 1
are reached. Then the theorem of Bonatti and Villadelprat shows that this assertion
is not true.
In the two-dimensional case, in [19], it is stated without proof that every stable and
isolated rest point has index one. This is quite simple if the critical point is
asymptotically stable but it is not trivial in general. Dancer and Ortega [13] proved
that for any orientation preserving local homeomorphism f : U-f ðUÞ in the plane
such that 0 is an isolated and stable ﬁxed point, the ﬁxed point index of f at 0 is equal
to 1. The proof strongly depends on Brouwer’s lemma on translation arcs (see [8])
which makes it possible to reduce the problem to the case where 0 is asymptotically
stable. The case where f reverses the orientation remained open. On the other hand,
it is known (see Bonino’s recent paper [5]) that the ﬁxed point index of an isolated
ﬁxed point of an orientation reversing planar homeomorphism Af1; 0; 1g:
The aim of this paper is to show that the result of Dancer and Ortega follows for
arbitrary planar homeomorphisms, i.e. the ﬁxed point index of an isolated and stable
ﬁxed point of an orientation reversing planar homeomorphism is equal to 1
(Theorem 3).
We will prove our theorem using Carathe´odory’s prime ends compactiﬁcations
(see [10] or [11]). The idea of applying the prime ends theory to the study of
dynamical problems is not new; it is due to Pe´rez-Marco ([24]) and it has been used
recently by Le Calvez ([22]) to compute the ﬁxed point indices of the iterations of an
orientation preserving planar homeomorphism in a neighborhood of an indifferent
ﬁxed point.
Orientation reversing homeomorphisms appear naturally in differential equations
and dynamical systems. In Section 3 of the paper we present applications of our
theorem to the study of the index of an isolated and orbitally stable T-periodic
solution g; of a differential equation x0 ¼ f ðxÞ; in a four-dimensional manifold, such
that
R T
0 div f ðgðtÞÞ dto0: We show that in this case, the index of g; iðgÞ; i.e., the ﬁxed
point index of the Poincare´ map (deﬁned in an open subset of R3) in a neighborhood
of gð0Þ; is equal to one. Then, in this situation no values different from one can be
reached (Theorem 4). As a consequence, none of the examples of Bobylek and
Krasnosel’skii [3], Erle [15] and Bonatti and Villadelprat [4] with ﬁxed point index
a1 correspond to Poincare´ maps of partially hyperbolic isolated and orbitally stable
periodic orbits in four-dimensional riemannian manifolds (Corollary 2).
2. Preliminary results and the Main Theorem
Let us introduce some of the deﬁnitions that we will need. Let UCX be an open
set. By a (local) semidynamical system we mean a locally deﬁned continuous map
f : U-X : A function s : Z-X is said to be a solution to f through x in NCX if
f ðsðiÞÞ ¼ sði þ 1Þ for all iAZ; sð0Þ ¼ x and sðiÞAN for all iAZ: The invariant part of
N; InvðN; f Þ; is deﬁned as the set of all xAN that admit a solution to f through x in
N; i.e. the set of all xAN such that there is a full orbit g such that xAgCN:
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A compact set SCX is invariant if f ðSÞ ¼ S: A compact invariant set S is isolated
with respect to f if there exists a compact neighborhood N of S such that InvðN; f Þ ¼
S: The neighborhood N is called an isolating neighborhood of S. A ﬁxed point pAX is
stable if for any neighborhood U of p there is a neighborhood V of p such that VCU
and f kðVÞCU for every kAN or, equivalently, if there is a basis of neighborhoods
fVngnAN of p in X such that f ðVnÞCVn for every nAN:
If X is a locally compact metric ANR (absolute neighborhood retract), iX ð f ; SÞ
will denote the ﬁxed point index of f in a small enough neighborhood of S: The
reader is referred to the texts [9,14,23] for information about the ﬁxed point index
theory.
Given ACBCN; clðAÞ; clBðAÞ; intðAÞ; intBðAÞ; @ðAÞ and @BðAÞ will denote the
closure of A; the closure of A in B; the interior of A; the interior of A in B; the
boundary of A and the boundary of A in B; respectively. If ICX is a compact set and
e40; BðI ; eÞ denotes the generalized ball BðI ; eÞ ¼ fxAX : distðx; IÞoeg:
The main difﬁculty one ﬁnds when computing the ﬁxed point index of a stable
ﬁxed point is that in general the boundary of a positively invariant neighborhood can
be of a very strange topological nature (see [16] for instance). In fact, if V is a
compact neighborhood of a ﬁxed point p such that f ðVÞCV ; Fixð f Þ-V ¼ f pg and
V is an AR (absolute retract) then the ﬁxed point index of f at p is just the Lefschetz
number of f in V and it is equal to 1. We will consider Carathe´odory’s theory of
prime ends to handle this technical problem.
Let BCC be the unit open disc and let f : B-GCC,fNg be a conformal
mapping. The problem whether f admits an extension to clðBÞ ¼ B,S1; by deﬁning
f ðzÞ ¼ limx-z f ðxÞ for zAS1; has a topological answer. Indeed, f admits and
extension iff @ðGÞ is locally connected. The problem whether f has an injective
extension has also an answer of topological nature: f has an injective extension iff
@ðGÞ is a Jordan curve (Carathe´odory’s Theorem, see [25]). If @ðGÞ is locally
connected but not a Jordan curve there are points of @ðGÞ that have several
preimages. The situation becomes much more complicated if @ðGÞ is not locally
connected. Carathe´odory introduced the notion of prime end to describe this setting.
The points zAS1 correspond one-to-one to the prime ends of G and the limit f ðzÞ
exists iff the prime end has only one point (Prime End Theorem, see [25]).
In order to make this paper as self-contained as possible we will recall here the
main deﬁnitions of the theory of ends that we will need.
Let DCR2 be a simply connected open domain containing the point at inﬁnity
such that @ðDÞ contains more than one point. Then @ðDÞ is bounded. A cross-cut is a
simple arc, C; lying in D; except in the end points, with different extremities. If C is a
cross-cut of D then D\C has exactly two components A1 and A2 such that
D-@ðA1Þ ¼ D-@ðA2Þ ¼ C\fend pointsg:
A sequence fCng of mutually disjoint cross-cuts and such that each Cn separates Cn1
and Cnþ1 is called a chain. A chain of cross-cuts induces a nested chain of domains
(bounded by each Cn) yDnþ1CDny : Each chain of cross-cut deﬁnes an end. Two
chains of cross-cuts, fCng and fC0ng; are equivalent if for any nAN there is mðnÞ such
that DmCD0n and D
0
mCDn for every m4mðnÞ: Equivalent chains of cross-cuts are said
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to induce the same end. If P and Q are ends represented by chains of cross-cuts fCðPÞng
and fCðQÞng such that for every n; DðPÞmCDðQÞn for m4mðnÞ we say that P divides
Q: A prime end P is an end which can not be divided by any other.
Let P be a prime end. The set of points of P is the intersection E ¼ TnAN clðDðPÞnÞ
where fDðPÞng is the sequence of domains bounded by any sequence of cross-cuts
representing P: A principal point of P is a limit point of a chain of cross-cuts
representing P tending to a point. The set HPCE of principal points of a prime end
P is a continuum (compact connected set) (see [10] or [11] for details).
Each chain of cross-cuts inducing a prime end P determines a basis of
neighborhoods of P: We obtain in this way a topology in the set of prime ends of
D: More precisely, if P is the set of prime ends of D and D is the disjoint union of D
and P; we can introduce a topology in D in such a way that it becomes
homeomorphic to the closed disk and the boundary being composed by the prime
ends. It is enough to deﬁne a basis of neighborhoods of a prime end PAP: Given the
sequence of domains fDðPÞng; we produce a basis of neighborhoods fUng of P in
D: Each Un is composed by the points in DðPÞn and by the prime ends Q such that
DðQÞmCDðPÞn for m large enough.
If S2 is the 2-sphere R2,fNg andNADCS2 is a simply connected open domain,
the natural compactiﬁcation, due to Carathe´odory [10] of D obtained by attaching to
D a set homeomorphic to the one-dimensional sphere S1 is called the prime ends
compactification of D: We identify R2 ¼ C and we consider a conformal home-
omorphism g : D-S2\B (where B is the disc B ¼ fzAC: jzjp1g). Now a one-
dimensional sphere S1 is attached to D using g: Each point of S1 corresponds to a
prime end of D:
Let us recall a couple of theorems we will need.
Theorem 1 (Cartwright–Littlewood–Bell). Let h be a homeomorphism of R2 and let
KCR2 be a continuum such that R2\K is connected. If hðKÞ ¼ K then h has a fixed
point in K :
When f preserves the orientation this result is known as the Cartwright–
Littlewood Theorem (see [11]). The general case was proved by Bell [2]. The next
theorem, due to Kuperberg, extends Bell’s Theorem.
Theorem 2 (Kuperberg [21]). Let h be an orientation reversing homeomorphism of R2
and let KCR2 be a continuum such that hðKÞ ¼ K : If one bounded component of R2\K
is invariant under h; then h has at least two fixed points in K : Otherwise h has at least
one fixed point in K :
Now we are in a position to state our main result.
Theorem 3. Let WCR2 be an open subset and f : W-f ðWÞCR2 be an orientation
reversing homeomorphism. If pAW is an isolated and stable fixed point of f then
iR2ð f ; pÞ ¼ 1:
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Proof. We can assume that Fixð f Þ ¼ f pg: Take a closed disc D such that
pAintðDÞCDCW : Using Schonﬂies Theorem (see [12]) we can consider a
homeomorphism of the sphere, denoted again by f ; that is an extension of f jD;
f : S2-S2:
Take a decreasing sequence of simply connected compact neighborhoods of p;
fVngnAN; such that
T
nAN Vn ¼ f pg; VnCintðDÞ and f ðVnÞCVn for every nAN:
We will distinguish two cases.
Case I. There is mAN such that InvðVm; f Þ ¼ KmCintðVmÞ: In this case, Km ¼T
kAN f
kðVmÞ is a connected attractor. Then, iR2ð f ; pÞ ¼ iR2ð f ; KmÞ ¼ 1:
Case II. For every nAN; Kn ¼ InvðVn; f Þ has non-empty intersection with @ðVnÞ:
Let us denote K1 ¼ K and V1 ¼ V : Since K ¼
T
kAN f
kðVÞ we have that K is a
trivial shape continuum (i.e. K and R2\K are connected, see [6]).
Note that peintðKÞ: Indeed, otherwise there would be a bounded component of
R2\@ðKÞ containing p and ﬁxed by f : Then, using Kuperberg’s Theorem, f would
have two ﬁxed points in K :
Consider the prime ends compactiﬁcation of S2\K obtained by attaching to S2\K a
set homeomorphic to the one-dimensional sphere S1: As we said above, we identify
R2 ¼ C and we consider a conformal homeomorphism g : S2\K-S2\B where B is the
disc B ¼ fzAC: jzjp1g: We attach S1 to S2\K using g: The homeomorphism f
induces an orientation reversing homeomorphism, still denoted by f ; from the
Carathe´odory compactiﬁcation onto itself. For simplicity we shall denote this
compactiﬁcation as S2\intðBÞ: Then we denote by f : S2\intðBÞ-S2\intðBÞ the
induced homeomorphism. Since f reverses the orientation it has exactly two ﬁxed
points p1; p2AS1:
We have that Fixð f Þ\f pgCS2\D: Since f reverses the orientation, iS2ð f ; pÞ þ
iS2ð f ; S2\DÞ ¼ 0: On the other hand, since S2\intðBÞ is a disc,
1 ¼ iS2\intðBÞð f ; S2\DÞ þ iS2\intðBÞð f ; p1Þ þ iS2\intðBÞð f ; p2Þ:
Then,
iR2ð f ; pÞ ¼ iS2ð f ; pÞ ¼ iS2\intðBÞð f ; p1Þ þ iS2\intðBÞð f ; p2Þ  1:
Consequently, we just need to prove that iS2\intðBÞð f ; pjÞ ¼ 1 for jAf1; 2g:
The set S2\V is naturally identiﬁed via g with an open and connected subset of
S2\B: If qAS1 is a ﬁxed point of f then qeclS2\intðBÞðS2\VÞ: In fact, if f ðqÞ ¼ q then q
corresponds to a ﬁxed prime end Q: If HQ is the continuum of principal points of Q
we have that f ðHQÞ ¼ HQ and HQC@ðVÞ-K if qAclS2\intðBÞðS2\VÞ: Then, using
Bell’s Theorem if HQ is a trivial shape continuum or Kuperberg’s Theorem if HQ
decomposes the plane, we get a contradiction.
There is a component G1 of V \K ¼ V \S1 such that p1AclS2\intðBÞðG1Þ; then, since
f ðV \KÞCV \K and p1eclS2\intðBÞðS2\VÞ we have that f ðclS2\intðBÞðG1ÞÞCclS2\intðBÞðG1Þ
and p1AintS2\intðBÞðclS2\intðBÞðG1ÞÞ:
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The points p1 and p2 are stable. Indeed, p1 corresponds to a ﬁxed prime end for f ;
P1 where pAHP1 (the continuum of principal points of P1). Take a small enough
cross-cut, C1; corresponding to P1 such that C1CintðVÞ\K except the end points of
C1: The cross-cut C1 induces a neighborhood of p1: Take an open ball B1 such that
pAB1 and B1-C1 ¼ |: Now let n0AN such that Vn0CB1: Consider the component of
Vn0 \K ; Gn0 ; such that p1AclS2\intðBÞðGn0Þ: Then clS2\intðBÞðGn0Þ is a positively invariant
neighborhood of p1: The same arguments show that p2 is also stable.
In order to compute iS2\intðBÞð f ; p1Þ (and analogously iS2\intðBÞð f ; p2Þ) we will work
in D1 ¼ intS2\intðBÞðclS2\intðBÞðG1ÞÞ: Since K ¼ InvðV ; f Þ we have that any full orbit
contained in D1 is necessarily contained in S
1: Then I ¼ InvðclS2\intðBÞðG1Þ; f ÞCS1
and since f ðclS2\intðBÞðG1ÞÞCclS2\intðBÞðG1Þ we have that I ¼
T
kAN f
kðclS2\intðBÞðG1ÞÞ is
a continuum containing p1:
If p1 is not in the closure of the set of the period 2 periodic points of f then, since f
reverses the orientation, f p1g is a compact isolated invariant set, then
iS2\intðBÞð f ; p1Þ ¼ 1 because it is stable.
If p1 belongs to the closure of the set of the period 2 periodic points of f we
consider a; bAI\@S2\intðBÞðD1Þ such that f ðaÞ ¼ b and f ðbÞ ¼ a: It is clear that a and b
are in different subintervals of I\f p1g:
Since using Steinlein’s Theorem (see [27]), for every prime number mAN;
iS2\intðBÞð f m; p1Þ  iS2\intðBÞð f ; p1Þ mod m; it is enough to prove that for any big
enough prime mAN; iS2\intðBÞð f m; p1Þ ¼ 1:
We can assume that D1CR2þ ¼ fðx; yÞAR2: yX0g; ICfðx; yÞAR2: y ¼ 0g; a ¼
ð1; 0Þ; p1 ¼ ð0; 0Þ and b ¼ ð1; 0Þ:
Consider the curve C ¼fðx; yÞ: x ¼ 1 and yA½0; dg,fðx; yÞ: xA½1; 1 and y ¼
dg,fðx; yÞ: x ¼ 1 and yA½0; dgCD1: We have that CCclðBðI ; dÞÞ and C forms a
Jordan curve with a subinterval of I : Let R be the domain bounded by that
Jordan curve.
Since I ¼ TkAN f kðclS2\intðBÞðG1ÞÞ we have that there is k0AN such that L ¼
f k0ðclS2\intðBÞðG1ÞÞCBðI ; d=2Þ: Moreover, f ðLÞCL: Then f kðCÞCL for any kXk0:
Take a prime mXk0 and let h ¼ f m: There is eod=2 such that
h1ðBðððN;1  f0gÞ-I ; eÞÞCBðð½1;NÞ  f0gÞ-I ; d=2Þ
and
h1ðBðð½1;NÞ  f0gÞ-I ; eÞÞCBðððN;1  f0gÞ-I ; d=2Þ:
Taking a big enough sAN such that hrðclS2\intðBÞðG1ÞÞCBðI ; eÞ for rXs and using C
and hkðCÞ for kAf1; 2;y; sg; we can construct a Jordan curve C0CCSkps hkðCÞ
bounding a topological disc D0 such that ICRCD0 and if ðx; yÞAC0 and hðx; yÞeD0
then hðx; yÞABðI ; eÞ: Take a retraction r : R2þ-D0 such that rðBðððN;1 
f0gÞ-I ; d=2ÞÞCBðððN;1  f0gÞ-I ; d=2Þ and rðBðð½1;NÞ  f0gÞ-I ; d=2ÞÞC
Bðð½1;NÞ  f0gÞ-I ; d=2Þ: Note that this is always possible because
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C0-clðBðð½1;NÞ  f0gÞ-I ; d=2ÞÞ and C0-clðBðððN;1  f0gÞ-I ; d=2ÞÞ are
ARs (see [7]). Now consider the map r3h : D0-D0:
If ðx; yÞað0; 0Þ is a ﬁxed point of r3h; we have that ðx; yÞAC0 and hðx; yÞeD0: Then
hðx; yÞABðððN;1  f0gÞ-I ; eÞ or hðx; yÞABðð½1;NÞ  f0gÞ-I ; eÞ: If hðx; yÞA
BðððN;1  f0gÞ-I ; eÞ then ðx; yÞABðð½1;NÞ  f0gÞ-I ; d=2Þ and rðhðx; yÞÞA
BðððN;1  f0gÞ-I ; d=2Þ: Since d can be taken arbitrarily small, ðx; yÞ can not
be a ﬁxed point. If hðx; yÞABðð½1;NÞ  f0gÞ-I ; eÞ the argument is analogous.
Since h and r3h coincide in a neighborhood of p1 we have that
iS2\intðBÞðh; p1Þ ¼ iS2\intðBÞðr3h; p1Þ ¼ 1
and the proof is complete. &
Corollary 1. Let WCR2 be an open subset and f : W-f ðWÞCR2 be an orientation
reversing homeomorphism. If pAW is an isolated fixed point such that there exists a
basis of neighborhoods of p; fVngnAN; such that VnCf ðVnÞ for every nAN; then
iR2ð f ; pÞ ¼ 1:
Proof. The map f 1 is deﬁned in a neighborhood of the stable ﬁxed point p: Since f
reverses the orientation iR2ð f ; pÞ ¼ iR2ð f 1; pÞ ¼ 1: &
Remark 1. The techniques of the proof of Theorem 3 suggest the possibility of
proving, for arbitrary homeomorphisms, that planar isolated and stable ﬁxed points
have index=1 by using the results of [26] instead of Brouwer’s lemma on translation
arcs.
3. Applications: the index of an orbitally stable closed orbit
Consider the system x0 ¼ f ðxÞ where f : UCRm-Rm is a C1-vector ﬁeld and
U is an open subset. Assume we have a closed orbit GCU : We construct a
local section around a point p0AG; i.e., a hyperplane p containing p0
that is transversal to f in p0: It is well known that there is a small neigh-
borhood V of p0 in p where the ﬂow induces an orientation preserving
C1-diffeomorphism P : VCp-p such that Pð p0Þ ¼ p0 (the associated Poincare´
map). By choosing V small enough we can suppose that G-V ¼ f p0g: Moreover,
G is orbitally stable if and only if p0 is a stable ﬁxed point of P: We will assume
that G is isolated. That means that p0 is an isolated ﬁxed point of P: All Poincare´
maps constructed in this way are locally conjugated, so it makes sense to deﬁne the
index of G as
iðGÞ ¼ ipðP; p0Þ:
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Let gðtÞ be the solution of the system such that gð0Þ ¼ p0: We have that g is
periodic of period T and G ¼ fgðtÞ: tARg:
The variational equation y0 ¼ f 0ðgðtÞÞy is T-periodic and we can apply Floquet’s
theory. Let us denote the Floquet’s multipliers of this equation as a1; a2;yam1; 1 (1
must be a multiplier because there is a non-trivial periodic solution). Then we have
that sðP0ð p0ÞÞ ¼ fa1; a2;y; am1g see [17] for instance. On the other hand, applying
the Jacobi–Liouville formula to the linearized equation we have that
a1a2yam11 ¼ detðFðTÞÞ ¼ e
R T
0
trð f 0ðgðtÞÞÞdt ¼ e
R T
0
div f ðgðtÞÞ dt
;
where F denotes the fundamental matrix such that Fð0Þ ¼ I :
If
R T
0
div f ðgðtÞÞ dt40 then there is jAf1; 2;y; m  1g such that jajj41 and the
orbit G is unstable (see Theorem 11.3 in [17]). Using a theorem of Levinson
(Theorem 11.2 in [17]) if G is orbitally stable then jaijp1 for any iAf1; 2;y; m  1g:
Let us assume ﬁrst that m ¼ 3: We apply the theorem in [13] to P :VCp 
R2-p  R2 to conclude that an isolated orbitally stable closed orbit G has index ¼
1:
Now we will study the case m ¼ 4 where R T0 div f ðgðtÞÞ dto0: In this case, we can
assume that ja3jo1: In order to compute the index of G; we will pay attention to the
most difﬁcult case that occurs when ja1j ¼ ja2j ¼ 1: Indeed, if ja1jo1 and ja2jo1 it is
very easy to check that ipðP; p0Þ ¼ 1 and if ja1j ¼ 1 and ja2jo1 then the center
manifold is a curve. Now we can reduce the problem to a one-dimensional
framework and we have again that ipðP; p0Þ ¼ 1:
Suppose that ja1j ¼ ja2j ¼ 1: We apply the center manifold theorem (see [1] or
[18]) to the diffeomorphism P to obtain a surface SCp that is locally invariant and
locally attractive. Moreover, P is locally conjugated to F : S  R-S  R deﬁned as
Fð p; tÞ ¼ ðPð pÞ; a3tÞ:
Then, using the product formula of the topological degree, we have that G is
isolated and orbitally stable if and only if p0 is an isolated an stable ﬁxed point of the
restriction of P to S; PS; and iðGÞ ¼ iSðPS; p0Þ:
Now we cannot apply, in general, the theorem of Dancer and Ortega because,
depending on the sign of a3; PS can reverse the orientation. Using their result or
Theorem 3 if PS reverses the orientation we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4. With the above setting, let GCR4 be an isolated and orbitally stable closed
orbit such that
R T
0
div f ðgðtÞÞ dto0: Then iðGÞ ¼ 1: As a consequence, if there are
isolated and orbitally stable closed orbits G such that iðGÞa1; necessarilyR T
0
div f ðgðtÞÞ dt ¼ 0:
Remark 2. Note that the local nature of the last theorem implies that the same result
is true if we assume the vector ﬁeld to be deﬁned in a four-dimensional riemannian
manifold.
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Remark 3. The above theorem can be applied, for example, to models in ecology of
the type
u0i ¼ ui ai 
X4
j¼1
bijuj
 !
;
where i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 and ui40: In fact, considering the change of variable ui ¼ epi we
get that
p0i ¼ ai 
X4
j¼1
bije
pj :
It is enough to assume that biio0: This condition is quite natural because each
specie is of logistic type (if uj ¼ 0 for jai). Since the numbers bij are free for iaj we
are considering all possible interactions (competition, cooperation, etc.).
Corollary 2. Let UCR3 be an open subset and let h : U-hðUÞCR3 be a
homeomorphism. If pAU is an isolated and stable fixed point of h such that
iR3ðh; pÞa1; then h does not correspond to Poincare´ maps associated to isolated and
orbitally stable period-T periodic solutions, g; of an equation x0 ¼ f ðxÞ in a four-
dimensional riemannian manifold such that
R T
0 div f ðgðtÞÞ dto0 and gð0Þ ¼ p; as in the
above framework.
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